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Abstract: Many levels of information can be gotten from
speech such as the message being spoken, the language been
spoken, information about the speaker and the emotional state
of the speaker. Several literature have reported on automatic
speaker recognition system. This article overviewed speaker
recognition systems with emphasis on those using Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM). Subsequently, via a statistical based
speaker-modeling technique that represents the underlying
characteristic sounds of a person's voice an analysis of the
speech of speakers from Hausa, Yoruba and Igbo tribes in
Nigeria was performed. Speaker recognizers that are capable
of recognizing a speaker that is text-independent was designed.
The wavelet toolbox of MATLAB® 2007 was used.
Performance of the systems is evaluated for a wide range of
speech quality; from clean speech to cell-phone speech, by
using YOHO standard speech corpora. An Error Rate (ERR)
of false acceptance rate of 0.51% and a false rejection rate of
0.65% at a 0.1% false-acceptance rate were obtained. ERR of
compensation channel of 0.96%. Same experiment in
identification section was also conducted, consequently 0.28%
identification error rate was achieved. Using 4.45% of the
speaker utterance 0.7% identification error rate was achieve.
Keyword— Decision Threshold, Gaussian mixture
model (GMM), Mel-scale filter, Speaker recognition, YOHOcorpus

I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic speaker recognition (ASR) is an aspect of
biometric engineering. Biometric involves using metric related
to human traits/features for the purpose of identification,
authentication and access control. Traits uniquely identifying
individuals could be physiological or behavioural. The
behavioural characteristics among other traits include voice [1,
2, 3, 4, 5]. Automatic speaker recognition attempts to design
algorithms that exploit the discriminative features of the human
speech as a behavioural traits. It also exploits the uniqueness of
the anatomy of the vocal tract for access control [6]. The
algorithm is implemented on a computer so as to detect, identify
and recognize the voice of a speaker. There are so many factors
contributing to the growth and development of biometric speaker
recognition systems, such as; the discovering of biometric traits
that more accurately convey speaker dependent information.
IJER@2016

This among other factors has led researchers to progressively
develop sophisticated speaker recognition algorithm. Over the
past 70 years there have been improvements in the performance
of these algorithm in more realistic evaluation speech corpora [7,
8, 9]. The aim of ASR is to extract, characterize and
subsequently recognize the information about the speaker [10,
6].
As of 2015, specialized automatic speaker recognition
system have been deployed in the following industries:
telecommunications, banking transactions, crime agencies, and
so on [11, 3]. Verification forms the basis for most speakerrecognition applications. As earlier present in [12], trendy
applications include: computer log-in, telephone banking. Other
applications are in calling cards, and cellular-telephone fraud
prevention substitute or supplement a memorized personal
identification code with speaker verification. Verification can
also be applied as an information retrieval tool for retrieving
messages from voice mailboxes.
Speaker-recognition tasks are further distinguished by
the constraints placed on the text of the speech used in the
system. In a text-dependent system, the spoken text used to train
and test the system is constrained to be the same word or phrase.
However, in contract, in a text-independent system, training and
testing speech is completely unconstrained. This system
provides more flexibility than the text-dependent system because
pass phrases used by claimants can be changed regularly without
retraining to help thwart an impostor with a tape recorder.
Therefore, ASR involves training and testing phases. The
process of familiarizing the biometric system with the voice
characteristics of the speaker registering is referred to as training
phase. While the testing phase is the actual recognition [6].
The aims of the paper is to use Gaussian mixture
speaker model (GMM) to optimize the performance of automatic
speaker recognition by reducing the error rate (ERR) between
the real claimant and imposter in terms of speakers of Hausa,
Yoruba and Igbo languages in Nigeria. Speaker verification
requires distinguishing a speaker's voice known to the system
from a potentially large group of voices unknown to the system.
Speakers known to the system who claim their true
identity are called claimants; speakers, either known or
unknown to the system, who pose as other speakers are called
impostors. There are two types of verification errors:
a.
false acceptances-the system accepts an impostor as a
claimant (false-acceptance errors)
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b.
false rejections-the system rejects a claimant as an
impostor (false-rejection error)
Many challenging problems and limitations remain to
be overcome in recognizing speaker or to detect the true claimer
from imposter.
i. In speaker identification, the unknown voice is assumed to
be from the predefined set of known speakers.
ii. The difficulty of identification generally increases as the
speaker set (or speaker population) increases.
Applications of pure identification are generally
unlikely in real situations because they involve only speakers
known to the system, called enrolled speakers. Figure 1 shows
the schematic diagram of applications of speaker recognition.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
How speech
Fig 1: Schematic
diagramare
of recognized
applicationsby
of humans
speaker was discussed
by
[9],
opining
that
humans
use
many
perceptual
cues, some
recognition
nonverbal, when recognizing speakers. These cues are not well
understood, but range from high-level cues, which are related to
semantic or linguistic aspects of speech, to low-level cues, which
are related to acoustic aspects of speech. Speaker verification has
co-evolved with the technologies of speech recognition and
speech synthesis because of the similar characteristics and
challenges associated with each. And as presented in [13, 14, 15,
16], Gunnar Fant, a Swedish professor, published a model
describing the physiological components of acoustic speech
production, based on the analysis of x-rays of individuals
making specified phonic sounds. Later, in 1970, Dr. Joseph
Perkell used motion x-rays and included the tongue and jaw to
expand upon the Fant’s model [16]. Whereas, [17, 18] examined
the following: mel-frequency and linear-frequency filter bank
cepstral coefficients and perceptual linear prediction (PLP)
cepstral coefficients.
Earlier speaker recognition systems used the average
output of several analog filters to perform matching, often with
the aid of humans-in-the-loop (HILT). In 1976, Texas
Instruments built a prototype system that was tested by the U.S.
Air Force and The MITRE Corporation. In the mid-1980s, the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
developed the NIST Speech Group to study and promote the use
of speech processing techniques. Moreover, an experimental
evaluation of different features and channel compensation
IJER@2016
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methods for robust speaker recognition was presented in [19]. In
that presentation maximum likelihood classifier based on
Gaussian mixture densities. Additionally, in that same year how
to improve voice identification using nearest-neighbor distance
measure (NNDM) was presented in [20, 21].
Since 1996, under funding from the National Security
Agency, the NIST Speech Group has hosted yearly evaluations,
the NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation Workshop, to foster
the continued advancement of the speaker recognition
community [22, 23, 21]. In this paper Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) will be reviewed and applied. Hence, the following
presents a review of some application of GMM. Some useful
discourses respecting speaker recognition are found in [10, 11,
24, 25, 26].
An extension of GMM using independent component
analysis that can improve classification in comparison with
standard GMM was presented in [27]. It is applied where source
components have non-Gaussian densities. Moreover, [28]
presented a method which improves adaptive background
mixture model. It reinvestigated the update equations, and utilize
different equations at different phases. This allows the developed
system learn faster and more accurately as well as adapt
effectively to changing environments. When incorporate with
the shadow detection, the method results in an improved
segmentation. On the other hand [29] presented a GMM as a
bases of tokenization in language identification. About six years
later, a proposal for an efficient approach to search for the global
threshold of image using GMM was given by [30]. A
demonstration of a statistical representation of distribution
system loads using GMM on a 95-bus generic distribution
network model was shown in [31]. However, improvement of
the method bases on a priori knowledge is required.
Furthermore, a presentation in which an all Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) states share structure similar to GMM with the
same number of Gaussians in each state was given in [32]. It
observed that the developed model (equation 1) is compatible
with most standard models. The distribution that produces a
vector within HMM state pair m, j is a GMM:
Mj
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Speech corpora is used primarily because it permits speech
researchers to compare performance of different techniques
using same data. Therefore, it is easier for researchers to know
approaches needing further studies. Also, standard corpora can
be used to measure current state-of-the-art performance in
research areas for particular tasks and note shortcomings that
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need further research. Much description of various speech
corpora is found in [34]. Other descriptions of one or more
speech corpora are found in [35, 36, 37, 38, 39] This research
uses the YOHO corpus, which is widely reported in the literature
[40, 34, 41, 42] is designed to support text-dependent speaker
verification evaluation for Government secure access
applications, because it suits the environment of where the
speech are collected.

III. METHODOLOGY
Most automatic speaker-recognition systems rely upon
spectral differences to discriminate speakers. Natural speech is
not simply a concatenation of sounds. Instead, it is a blending of
different sounds, often with no distinct boundaries between
transitions.
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spacing below 1000 Hz and sampled at a logarithmic spacing
above 1000 Hz.
6.
For 4-kHz bandwidth speech e.g., telephone quality
speech, this reduced spectral representation has twenty-four log
magnitude spectrum samples.
7.
The log magnitude spectral representation is then
inverse Fourier transformed to produce the final representation,
called cepstral coefficients.
8.
The last transform is used to de-correlate the log
magnitude spectrum samples. We base the decision to use melscale cepstral coefficients on good performance in other speechrecognition tasks and a study that com- 20-msec window pares
several standard spectral features for speaker identification
9.
The sequence of spectral feature vectors extracted from
the speech signal is denoted
Xi = [X1 X2 X3 …… Xt] which is the sequence feature vectors
belonging to speaker i
where the set of cepstral coefficients extracted from a speech
frame are collectively represented as a D-dimensional feature
vector Xt' and where t is the sequence index and T is the number
of feature vectors.
10.
The set of speakers is given by
S = [S1 S2 S3 …. SN]
i = 1, 2, 3 … N and N which is the total number of speakers
11.
The spectral feature vectors undergo channel
compensation to remove the effects of transmission degradation.
Caused by noise and spectral distortion, this degradation is
introduced when speech travels through communication
channels like telephone or cellular phone networks.
12.
The resulting spectral sequence representation is the
starting point for almost all speech-related tasks, including
speech recognition and language identification

A. Statistical Speaker Model
Fig 2: Schematic diagram of vector feature extraction
To obtain steady-state measurements of the spectra
from continuous speech, we perform short-time spectral
analysis, which involves several processing steps, as shown in
Figure 2
1.
The speech is segmented into frames by a 20-msec
window progressing at a 10msec frame rate.
2.
A speech activity detector is then used to discard
silence and noise frames.
3.
For text-independent speaker recognition, removing
silence and noise frames from the training and testing signals is
important in order to avoid modeling and detecting the
environment rather than the speaker.
4.
Spectral features are extracted from the speech frames.
A reduced spectral representation is produced by passing the
speech frame through a pseudo filter bank designed to match the
frequency sensitivity of the ear. This type of filter bank is called
a mel-scale filter bank and is used extensively for speechrecognition tasks.
5.
Passing the speech frame through a pseudo filter
produces a spectral representation consisting of log magnitude
values from the speech spectrum sampled at linear 100-Hz
IJER@2016

From a given speaker, S, the probability of observing Z
is given by equation 3
K

p (  | S )   wS , K N ( ;  S , K ,  S , K )
K i

(3)

N ( ;  , ) 
1

EXP( 1 (    ) 1 (    ))
2
n
(2 ) |  |

(4)

Where ws , k = mixture weight

 s , k = mean matrix
 S , K = covariance matrix
n = size of Z
∑ = diagonal covariance matrices
The mean vector represents the expected spectral
feature vector from the state, and the covariance matrix
represents the correlations and variability of spectral features
within the state.
In addition to the feature-vector production being a
state-dependent random source, the process governing what state
the speaker model occupies at any time is modeled as a random
process. The above definition of the statistical speaker model is
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known more formally as an ergodic hidden Markov model
(HMM). HMMs have a rich theoretical foundation and have
been extensively applied to a wide variety of statistical patternrecognition tasks in speech processing and elsewhere. The main
motivation for using HMMs in speech-recognition tasks is that
they provide a structured, flexible, computationally tractable
model describing a complex statistical process. Hidden state,
weighted by the probability of being in each state. With this
summed probability we can produce a quantitative value, or
score, for the likelihood that an unknown feature vector was
generated by a particular GMM speaker model.
N

 p1,..... p  , where p
N

i 1

i

1

(5)

N

p ( X |  )   pi bi ( X )

(6)

  ( p,  , ), for  1, 2,...N

(7)

designed for text-independent operation, can also perform well
under the vocabulary- dependent constraints of this application.

A. Session Detail
There are three major Nigerian languages; Hausa, Igbo
and Yoruba. Although, three are over 250 variety of Nigerian
languages with different mother tongue, dialect and phonetics.
The sessions are divided into English sessions, and mother
tongue sessions. For male, three sessions are for English session
and two sessions are for mother tongue session while that of
female, two sessions are for English session and a session for
mother tongue session. These are the training sessions but for
testing session, three sessions are used for male and two sessions
are used for female.

i 1

N

S  arg max  log p( X N | S )
1 S  N

(8)

#
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( X )  log p( X | C )  log p( X |   )
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where
Xt =feature vector
Λ(X) =likehood ratio
For
Λ(X)≥ θ, accept the claimer
Λ(X) <θ, reject the claimer
θ = decision threshold
λ = sum of the probability that Xt was generated from the hidden
state
N = no of feature vectors
P(X| λc) = likehood that the utterance belongs to the claimer
P(X| λc-)) = likehood that the utterance does not belongs to the
claimer

VI. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The YOHO database was designed to support textdependent speaker-verification research such as is used in
secure-access technology. It has a well-defined train and test
scenario in which each speaker has four enrollment sessions
when he/she is prompted to read a series of twenty-four
combination-lock phrases. Each phrase is a sequence of three
two-digit numbers. There are ten verification trials per speaker,
consisting of four phrases per trial. The vocabulary consists of
fifty-six two-digit numbers ranging from 21 to 97. The speech
was collected in an office in a school environment. Thus the
speech has a telephone bandwidth of 3.8 kHz, but no telephone
transmission degradations.
The YOHO database is different from the above textindependent, telephone-speech databases, which allows us to
demonstrate how the GMM verification system, although
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Table 1: Number of Sessions and Population
Language
Male
Female

Igbo
Hausa
Yoruba

20
20
30

#
sessions
8
8
8

#
15
5
30

#
session
5
5
5

Twenty-20msec segments, or frames, of speech are
passed through a speech activity detector, which discards silence
and noise frames that reflect the environment rather than the
speaker. Spectral analysis extracts spectral features from the
speech frames.
Channel compensation removes the effects of transmission
degradation from the resulting spectral representations. The
success of statistical pattern-recognition approaches for a wide
variety of speech tasks; we adapt a statistical formulation for
such a speaker model.
In the statistical speaker model, we treat the speaker as a random
source producing the observed feature vectors. Within the
random speaker source, there are hidden states corresponding to
characteristic vocal-tract configurations.
When the random source is in a particular state, it produces
spectral feature vectors from that particular vocal-tract
configuration. The states are called hidden because we can
observe only the spectral feature vectors produced, not the
underlying states that produced them.
For the speaker recognition analysis of the voice samples, the
wavelet toolbox of MATLAB® 2007 was used. Applying the
approach on text independent YOHO testing data, the YOHO
database shows that low error rates are possible for a secureaccess verification application even with a text-independent
verification system. An overall EER of 0.51% and a false
rejection rate of 0.65% at a 0.1% false-acceptance rate were
obtained. The constrained vocabulary along with the goodquality speech allowed the model to focus on the sounds that
characterize a person's voice without extraneous channel
variability. The experimental results show, speaker-recognition
performance is indeed at a usable level for particular tasks such
as access-control authentication.
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V. CONCLUSION
With the GMM as the basic speaker representation, this
model can be applied to specific speaker-recognition tasks of
identification and verification. The identification system is a
straightforward maximum likelihood classifier. Applying the
approach on text independent YOHO testing data, the YOHO
database shows that low error rates are possible for a secureaccess verification application even with a text-independent
verification system. An overall EER of 0.51% and a false
rejection rate of 0.65% at a 0.1% false-acceptance rate were
obtained. The constrained vocabulary along with the goodquality speech allowed the model to focus on the sounds that
characterize a person's voice without extraneous channel
variability. The experimental results show, speaker-recognition
performance is indeed at a usable level for particular tasks such
as access-control authentication. The major limiting factor under
less controlled situations is the lack of robustness to transmission
degradations, such as noise and microphone variability. Large
efforts are under way to address these limitations, exploring
areas such as understanding and modeling the effects of
degradations on spectral features, applying more sophisticated
channel compensation techniques, and searching for features
more immune to channel degradations. We could achieve Error
Rate (ER) of 0.96%. We also conducted the same experiment in
identification section, we achieved 0.28% identification error
rate. We achieve 0.7% identification error rate using 4.45% of
the speaker utterance only.
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